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TAHOE VALLEY GREENBELT | PUBLIC MEETING SURVEY RESULTS
DECEMBER 14, 2016 PUBLIC MEETING
A public meeting was held on December 14th, 2016 to discuss preliminary concepts that were developed for the
Tahoe Valley Stormwater and Greenbelt Improvement Project. Members from the City, Cardno and Design Workshop
presented the project overview, stormwater alternatives, and recreational concepts. The intent of the public
workshop was to gather feedback from the community in order to help inform the design moving forward. Twenty
one people attended the Public Workshop and an additional 224 people responded to an online survey which was
open to the public between 12/12/16 and 1/30/17.

online survey
public meeting

1. ON A SCALE OF 1-5, HOW WELL DO THE IMAGES ON PAGE 3 REPRESENT THE VISUAL
CHARACTER AND PROGRAM ELEMENTS YOU PREFER FOR THE GREENBELT? (TRAILS, SIGNAGE,
OUTDOOR SPACE, SEATING, ART, L ANDSCAPE) (# OF RESPONDENTS = 235)
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2. REFERRING TO THE IMAGERY ABOVE, WHAT TYPE OF PL AY ELEMENTS DO
YOU PREFER FOR THE GREENBELT? (# OF RESPONDENTS = 230)
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3. WHICH OF THE EX AMPLES BELOW REPRESENT
YOUR PREFERENCE FOR THE VISUAL
Online Survey
Public Workshop
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1. Slide and swings
ResponsePercent
Public Workshop
2. if no bathroom, playground doesn’t make sense
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4. WHAT IS THE VISUAL CHARACTER OF STORMWATER ELEMENTS DO YOU PREFER FOR THE
GREENBELT? (# OF RESPONDENTS
= 232)
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1. Falling into the trench in image 3 would be a concern
2. Somwhere in between
Online Survey
Public Workshop
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6. WHAT IS YOUR PREFERRED CIRCUL ATION ALTERNATIVE ACCORDING TO THE IMAGES ON
PAGE 7? (# OF RESPONDENTS = 227)
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Circulation Alternative 1

Additional Comments

1. Follow current alignments

Circulation Alternative 2

ResponsePercent

I don't prefer either
alternative

Public Workshop

2. Or #1 with an added class I instead of proposed red sidewalk to 50 and need a crosswalk ped activated beacon
on HWY 50
3. I don’t see any significant differences
4. I just think there should be a good at-grade crossing for HWY 50, with features to slow speeds all the way from
the Y
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7. WHAT ELEMENTS OF THE CONCEPTUAL PL AN DO YOU LIKE THE MOST? (SELECT ALL THAT
APPLY) (# OF RESPONDENTS = 218)
Chart Title
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Additional Comments
1. Chess table

ResponsePercent

2. Perhaps consider artist painting on the building
that would both blend in with the scenery and
discourage graffiti.
3. Bike connectivity is my top priority
4. Bike pump track
5. Wow!! I hope this happens. I live in gardener mt
w kids. It would definitely draw us out into the
community.

14. WHere are the adult play stations? We could use
Public
some Workshop
workout stations for those of us who run and
do cross fit - big kids play and need exercize too!
15. The artist rendering does a great job of blending
the natural with the man-made. This concept does
an excelland job of opening up the areas for loacl
and tourist use. Critical will be the long term cost for
maintenance of the area. Ensure the materials used
are easily obtainable and maintainable given climate
expectations.
16. adequate parking

6. Looks fantastic!!!!!!

17. openness of the central areas.

7. I like most everything here. What about security or
lighting? I would hate to see the homeless take this
thing over. Also, is there a funding mechanism to
maintain this?

18. ped crossing on HWY 50
19. ped crossing on HWY 50
20. wayfinding

8. maximize wetlands and natural undeveloped space
9. Keep it natural
10. how about fixing our roads
11. I like the overall appearance, but it seems like it
is trying to be a park and a bike- and pedestriantransportation route but is missing both marks a bit.
I see little point in a playground in the middle (or at
all) if there’s no parking near it. I don’t see families
coming to use this park as it is depicted. Where is
the amphitheater? I looked closely enough to see
the bad parking job in the 2nd photo but not an
amphitheater) would need parking, too.
12. more natural paths
13. Adult exercise- PAR course?
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8. WHAT ELEMENTS OF THE CONCEPTUAL
PL ANTitle
DO YOU NOT LIKE? (SELECT ALL THAT APPLY)
Chart
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Question 8. Additional Comments

16.
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Just place a few granite rocks.
17. The elements are all nice. However, as I noted above,
I don’t think the layout will attract people. Some
of the park’s attractions should be visible (and eyecatching) from outside the park.
18. less pavement, less tree clearing = slower snow
melt / run off
19. Less parking and more bike racks. Also, a bus
stop? Make highway crossings safe for peds and
bikers.
20. They all look great - not too much concrete please!
Love the art.
21. Ensure the artwork can be periodically modified
to reflect Tahoe community values, if needed.
overlooks seem like a waste in an area like this
22. I don’t see people using a plaza right on 50 unless,
possibly, there was an associated eatery.
23. Connectivity down 50 (without going throught the
Y) is essential, but plan 2 seems to duplicate the bike
paths a bit. Maybe better to have one clear path for
peds and another for bikes? 		
24. Ampitheater.... unless really used like the
commons I dont think this is necessary.
25. not “natural” enough - too developed
26. Room for a small amphitheater and seating?
27. I like everything shown but it would be nice to see
more future/planned path connections (across 50 @
B street, across 50 to bike path @ 3rd or 4th, crossing
Truckee and connecting to Greenway near Barton
Hospital).
28. no bathrooms
29. need to consider transit park and ride facilities
30. bench style is dull

ResponsePercent
1. amphitheatre. Is this really needed?
Too many
gathering areas could be asking for trouble. Need
to discourage motorized vehicles of any sort. Long
sight lines might help discourage the wrong element
from using this as a gathering place.
2. Nothing
3. Nothing jumps out as impressive. Needs more variety
of plants and colors
4. I needs to connect into other (Improved) bike routes Its almost a stand alone rather than part of community
connectivity
5. Maximize Stormwater treatment and natural areas;
minimize hardscape!
6. Some how at congested areas bikes need to be able
to get around walkers and have signs for walkers to
go single file like you want bikes todo
7. Amphitheater - what will it be used for?
8. Not handicap friendly. Needs handicap parking areas.
In fact, it needs parking, period. Visitors will be filling
up Raley’s, MaiTai and other business’ lots. need to
make sure Barton Ave stays open
9. I dont like so many areas pathed. I think its better to
keep it more natrual
10. appropriately sited, no not imposed, cohesive
character
11. No community gardens
12. Love it!
13. Art seems to be missing
14. these conflict with optimum wetlands/natural
retention
15. don’t like the frog statue - it doesn’t fit with nature

No play elements please (these are used rarely and

Public
Workshop cost and maintenance and liability).
add unnecessary
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9. WHAT ELEMENTS DO YOU FEEL ARE EITHER MISSING FROM THE PL AN OR MORE OF THE
Chart(#Title
PROGRAM ELEMENT NEEDS TO BE PROVIDED?
OF RESPONDENTS = 183)
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18. Conceptual plan does not indicate how you cross
Question 9. Additional Comments
ResponsePercent
public
Hwy
50 workshop
safely or how it will connect with other
1. The use of native/ drought resistant plants
would be
existing trails.
great! I’d tags for the species as a learning element.
Plaques explaining what the stormwater bmps are
19. our roads need to be taken care of first
doing and why they are so important
20. Definitely need lighting at key areas of the bike
2. Signs explaining history and landscape
path.
3. Bathrooms
21. I am a strong proponent of active transportation
but where are the users of the park going to come
4. Restroom facilities
from
in this case? A block off 89 and 50, you’re going
5. Why doesn’t alternative #1 have a bike trail connection
to have to have parking for any attractions. Otherwise,
to B street (only a proposed sidewalk is listed)?
consider focusing on the active-transportation route
6.Stroller & bicycle parking at play areas and seating
aspect, making the route through the greenbelt/
areas
wetland clear and skip the playground and
7. drinking water fountain
amphitheater ideas. If you do have plans for adequate
8. separate pedestrian walkways from bike ways (don’t
parking, I’d think about designing in a space for a
walk in the bike lane)
farmers’ market.
9. Signs that say watc out for bikes
22. adult recreation
10. Connections to the South Tahoe Bikeway, possibly
23. Security for the area due to homeless population
via additional bike/ped crossings of Highway 50 east of
that could use the area for outside camping as the area
the Y.
is know for that behind McDonald’s and CVS
11.
Bike pump track
24. Outdoor theater space or amphitheater?
12. Handicap and regular parking.
25. water bottle refill stations
13. Demonstration gardens
26. Vendors
14. need to make sure Barton Ave stays open
27. Recreational elements. How about a giant chess
set, bike racks next to seating areas or a designated
15. disc golf practice areas, mini-courses targeting
walking route to encourage exercise?
beginners and youth and signage with map/mileage
to local course(s) and explanation of the game, how to
28. Maybe a “gateway” to South Lake feature,
play and get involved....
especially if it could incorporate a pedestrian/cyclist
crossing of the highway. Less parking and more bike
16. bathrooms, turf area for family play, consider a dog
racks. Also, a bus stop? Make highway crossings safe
run because this area is likely mostly used by locals.
for peds and bikers.
17.
convenient connectivity to existing bike paths
29. safe busy road crossing
north of Y
30. PAR course features spaced throughout
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Question 9. Additional Comments - Continued
31. Adult exercize stations http://www.nytimes.
com/2012/07/01/nyregion/new-york-introduces-itsfirst-adult-playground.html
32. Lake Tahoe is slowly becoming a 18-24 hour
tourist community. Due to the proximity of this area to
businesses appropriate lighting should be considered
for evening activities or gatherings.
33. plentiful parking
34. lighting huge issue for safety as well as people
vandalizing it & doing illegal activity
35. Water fountains
36. places to secure bicycles; water fountains, etc.
There should definitely be some kind of key focal point
where people will want to get a photo...
37. dog park-area
38. Keep separated and distinct the (paved?), most
direct bike commuter route and the (packed dirt?)
leisure/walker/family route.

Additional Overall Comments

1. Are bikes allowed? Will they be on the same trail as
walkers. Would be nice to separate them.
2.Thanks!
3.Your doing a great job
4. Looks terrific!
5. I would like to select both for questions 2 and 4 and
select multiple playground and storm water images.

39. Really want to see lighting at night here
40. Parking?
41. And outdoor concert venue would be amazing
42. Where is the art? How about a sculpture or other
art piece?
43. What is presented looks great, I am just curious
about larger connections to other paths and parts of
town.
44. A very small place for local music. 20 -30 people.
45. native plant demos
46. class 1 bike path
47. more sidewalks around 3rd street
48. missing frequently used path from the pharmacy
to the crossing
49. need safer crossing at B st. and Hwy 50
50. too many gathering areas
51. dog run

14. So please look to who will maintain these
projects. “
15. I don’t live in Tahoe but I’m a Busness that
supports you. I’m there riding about 6 times a year
just to ride. I love what you guys do and so that’s
why I send you money because I use your trials. I
wish nv would fix there side. When I ride around the
lake my life is in danger on the nv side.
16. I like the ideas presented...

6. Great job everyone - enjoying all the redevelopment
and growth going on in the city!

17. “More art - consider a musical park - http://
freenotesharmonypark.com/

7. Some kind of crossingnear B street is imperative.
Jaywalking is a common issue in this area, and
it would greatly benefit the connectivity of the Y
community.

18. like in Moab at the rotary park.”

8.Great plan, looking forward to utilizing the new
spaces.

19. Not immediately sure where parking opportunities
exist with the plan. Also, I get confused with the
characteristics of class 1, 2, and 3 paths.

9. So excited!

20. Safe connectivity to the bike trail across Highway
50 that leads to Taylor Creek, Fallen Leaf Lake, and
Emerald Bay.

10. Would like to see more bike/run trails separate
from roadways! Would like to connect around the
lake

21. We need more homeless shelters first. Otherwise,
the homeless will be drawn to this area as they have
to The Commons.

11. It is great to connect people to nature- natural
wetlands, meadows and stormwatervtreatment
through infiltration, and vegetation

22. Thank you for being bold and brave enough to
imagine and present such a wholistic and revitalizing
plan to our community.

12. “I,m concerned on who will do the maintenance
on all these projects once they are built. As a
highway maintenance worker in Meyers it is almost
impossible to maintain the little things we have now,
such as our roads, drains, and catch basins in and
around Tahoe.

23. I am very excited about these coming changes!

13. All these items you have listed are a great idea,
but we need to be able to maintain them as well.
The Commons for instance is one that does not get
maintained well and is already looking in bad shape.
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24. “Need to make sure that existing businesses in
town are not affected by the greenbelt
25. ie: Barton Ave needs to remain open”
26. Since it is out of view from highway 50 the
homeless problem in summer will be an issue. The
bike path behind the lumber store near Al Tahoe
had about 20 homeless people camping along it this
summer.
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27. Please carefully review the comments submitted
to the South Shore Parks, Trails and Recreation
Plan submitted in November 15 regarding disc
golf, signed by Mike Plansky, William McKissock,
Scott Prescott and Damon Kixmiller. It provides
a fairly comprehensive overview of disc golf can
serve the community through accessible recreation,
environmental participation, sustainable trailbuilding, youth recreation programs and regional
tourism strategies.

42. Awesome work so far - thank you. A focus
on making it a community gathering place (like
Lakeview Commons) and accessible by bike, foot,
and bus (including safe highway crossings) would
be a huge benefit to both residents and visitors
(this is the main gateway to South Lake).

28. Looks nice overall. Not wild about overly
geometric paved areas. Would prefer mor
naturalized.

44. Despite the Tahoe Coalition Warm House, I
feel that seating benches and pergolas will invite
the homeless to camp out there. They currently
are, being that it is well secluded. More lighting is
crucial.

29. It would be great to incorporate some public
art like the town of Yountville, CA has done along
public walks.
30. I am curious about what South Street from the
hospital to the greenbelt will look like.
31. Artwork and lighting would be good. Please
build this, but please maintain it if it gets built!
32. crossing 50 south of Raley’s seems unrealistic
and dangerous. Maybe the lot south of Raley’s is a
dog run.
33. SLT needs to enhance development of more
such open areas. Use Tahoe Meadows as an
optimum paradigm
34. Looks good. Settle on design and get started
ASAP. Please link to other existing trails. Use
some of project funds to tear acquire land and tear
down eyesore buildings around Y and along Hwy
50 (there are many)
35. Keep it natural like the beauty of Tahoe
36. impact on neighboring areas
37. “Already commented in the prior questions.
38. In full disclosure, I am not a SLT resident, but
rather a frequent visitor.”
39. There needs to be more “critical mass” to attract
people to this area and keep it from becoming a
homeless encampment.
40. Tahoe is naturally beautiful. People walk/bike
trails for this reason. Keep the pavement for the
roads. If you make the trails more natural, it will
slow things down, mellow the atmosphere of the
area. People flood the local meadows to escape
the hustle. For bike commute it would be just as
easy to stay on the sidewalks along 50 where
you would need the crosswalks to move around
the Y anyways. As a destination that would
promote people getting off their bikes, and walking
them instead of colliding with walkers. Less fast
pace movement = less stress = more pleasant
community. That is why people live here, and not
in big cities.
41. may promote illegal camping, needs ample
lighting. Parking?

43. Slide 5 only allows 1 choice. I’ve crossed that
intersection many times as a pedestrian. I would
prefer a crossing someplace other than the main
intersection with signals

45. This is great and we are excited to make it easier
to not drive in SLT! The concepts are beautiful!
Please add Exercise stations for adults along the
trails. Kids play areas are great but we need to
encourage adults to stretch, do step ups, and
other exercizes to get/stay in shape and this is
the perfect opportunity to scatter then along the
trails so we can run/walk and do an exercise. The
stations do not need to be big! They have these in
San Diego scattered along the walking paths and
they are great and used constantly!
46. transients will use any developed facilities,
therefore they should be left out!
47. I really wish we could improve the area behind
my house at the dead end of Chonokis. It is heavily
used by everyone as a dog feces catch all with
no trash or or dog bags offered. It’s beginning to
smell really bad when the wind blows. Also, I am
surrounded by low income properties and the bad
behavior that accompanies it. Also, this area has a
high concentration of homeless transients. More
patrols via forestry as well as local PD would be
much appreciated.
48. These types of community transition areas
between business, residential, tourist activities are
very important to opening up the entire Lake Tahoe
community to locals and visitors while preserving
the natural beauty of the Tahoe Basin. These types
of areas also promote community volunteer efforts
to keep the communities clean and managed.
Hopefully a visitor will eventually be able to transit
from South Shore to North Shore via these types
of transition areas without ever getting on Hwy 50
or 89.
49. parking areas are ugly and use a lot of space yet
are absolutely necessary
50. are there public bathrooms & drinking faucets?
51. Lighting would be very important especially in
the winter, when it gets dark at 4:30pm
52. Love the idea!!
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Overall Additional Comments - Continued
53. Thank you - looking forward to the area getting
improved. Please keep it family friendly as
opposed to a “party” hang-out for drinking etc. thx much
54. The crossing(s) at 50 is/are key. As it is, a
pedestrian at 50 has several long wait times if
going diagonally across the intersection, and
has to worry about cars which have barely
slowed turning right. Visibility is poor on the
TJ Maxx corner. The crossing are too quick
for some walkers and uncomfortable for the
rest of us. Realistically, to stitch together the
various shopping centers means making it more
enjoyable and fast for the pedestrian by using
traffic calming, or other strategies.
55. Although art is a nice compliment, I don’t think
it is a necessary cost. The natural elements of
Lake Tahoe provide plenty of “art” I believe.
56. Really excited for this! I live on Helen right by
this development, and I’m excited for more open
space and better pedestrian/bike connectivity.
Right now, we drive too often to the Y. This will
change that.
57. Will it be well lit at night? Could there be
emergency call towers, much like they have on
college campuses? (It won’t look very natural, but
that area can be so remote at night...)
58. Please build this! Our community is starving for
more connectivity, outdoor activities and visually
pleasing recreation areas that provide stormwater
treatment!
59. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE make this happen,
our community has so much potential and this
would be another great change.
60. Long overdue.
61. I cannot wait to see this implemented!
62. Great idea
63. The more places that are built for people to sit
around or gather, the more opportunity there will
be for people to damage the environment. I thing
a path with limited places to stop would be best
64. It will look better if not over-developed.
Play areas should be as natural as possible.
Remember kids will play with an empty box. They
don’t need fancy equipment. Keep it simple.
Simple is classy overdone is vegas!!
65. I love this idea! Please make this project
happen!
66. Would love to see it extend further up 50 to the
meadow near Sierra Tract.
67. 100% for this project.
68. add crossings at HWY 50
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69. add sharrows on Melba to Campground
70. wood play features double as art
71. too many overlooks, never seen people using the
benches along Kahle path
72. needs crossing at Hwy 50 and B St.
73. love the open section behind the crossing
74. Consider a taller feature for an overlook such as a
viewing mound
75. maybe a tunnel under HWY 50
76. Bike lanes or bike boxes at the intersections
77. Show how this connects to the South Tahoe
bikeway

